123 or 234? Either way, a finger-licking good model for dinosaur extinction
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As Gussoni and McDonnell (2006) concluded, [1] dinosaurs are awesome, and yet
they remain, in our opinion, an understudied and underappreciated group [2].
Tobias Karbek was not a good scientist (David Polly, pers. comm.), [1,3] but his
very important 1969 paper [1] demonstrated that birds are related to dinosaurs.
Using EPD [4], it is thus clear to us that dinosaurs would have tasted like chicked
(a bird) [5]. Because dinosaurs like to eat tasty animals, dinosaurs ate each other,
which certainly contributed to their extinction [6] (Bush,
Ilikedinosaursandchicken.blogs.gov, 2008) [1]. We believe that the so-called
iridium spike is instead the misidentified remnants of dino-barbeques, explaining
is patchy geographic distribution, as some dinosaurs were probably too dumb to
make barbecues [7]. Also we can assume that some dinosaurs with feathers were
afraid of fire [8]. We will present a model of the broader implications of this
scenario using some very cool fragmentary T-rex teeth that we found this summer
while digging in Michigan [9]. We glued them back together using Fossil Fixer
rubber cement, and now we plan to count them, put them in our mouth, and
“pretend” to be dinosaurs [10]. We will then barbecue and taste a lot of other
animals that would have been around in the Mesozoic [11]. Significant results will
be discussed [12]. Funded in part by a grant from the Spectacular Science
Foundation (SSF-101) to JIB [13].
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